
The fastest opening domestic
sliding gate operator with battery
back up as standard.  The D2 Turbo
sliding gate operator can open a
standard driveway gate of up to
250 kg in 8 seconds.

D2 Turbo High Speed Sliding Gate Operator with

Battery Back Up

The D5 EVO is the fastest operator in
this class - at 22 metres per minute it
will open a 6 metre gate in 16
seconds. The D5 EVO gate operator
is designed for industrial
applications with many safety
options.

D5 EVO High Speed Sliding Gate Operator for

Commercial Applications

The D10 series can be used on
gates weighing up to 1000 kgs
making them suitable for unit
complexes and factory entrances.
A high torque 24vdc motor with a
robust gearbox provides a system
that is fast, powerful, easy to set up.

D10 and D10 Turbo High Speed Heavy Duty Sliding

Gate Operators for Industrial Sites

Optional Solar Kit - Available with

the D5 EVO

The optional solar kit allows the
operator to be installed in areas
where mains power is not available.
Provides signi�cant cost savings
both in installation and operation.

Sliding Gate
Operators

Fast opening speeds and safety are fundamental
features of all our sliding gate operators.

t: +61 7 3205 1123

Vantage 12vdc Swing Gate Operator

Remote radio transmitters can operate
at a distance of 50 —80 metres from
the receiver. The compact durable
ABS housing ensures a long lifespan
and the “positive touch” buttons
guard against accidental operation of
the transmitter.

Nova Remote Radio Controls

The LR range of receivers and LT multi
button transmitters are designed for
use in areas that experience poor
range or are needed to operate
equipment over long distances - up to
500 metres (line of sight).

Long Range Remote Radio Controls

Rotech’s swing gate openers with electronic safety
and positive locking provide the safest and most
ef�cient option for domestic and industrial gates.

The Vantage's state-of-the-art
control panel is able to open at
high speed and close at a
slower speed which ensures fast
access but reduces the chance
of accidents when the gate is
closing.
Battery back up is standard and
solar power optional.

Operators

We have more than 20 years experience providing
reliable radio remote control systems for standard
and long range applications.

www.rotech.com.au

Swing Gate
Operators

Operators
Radio Remote

Controls

If security is your priority or you need to monitor
movement of staff – Rotech has full and waist height
turnstiles and �ap barriers that can do the job.

TriStar F21 Full Height Australian Made Security

Turnstile

TriStar J18 Stainless Steel Waist Height Turnstile

Sentinel Z58 Flap Barrier - Fast, Safe and Secure

e: info@rotech.com.au

Turnstiles

and Flap Barriers

The internal height of 2100mm
and wide entrance allows easy
entry for personnel wearing
hard hats and carrying tools. It's
unique relay and battery back-
up system handles power
outages automatically. Solar
panel operation and a portable
version are also available.

Are designed to control
pedestrian access in high traf�c
areas such as, of�ce blocks,
sports centres and public
buildings. With a throughput of
25 people per minute they are
suitable for the largest buildings.

The Sentinel Z58 �ap barrier is
designed for use in applications
with high volume pedestrian
traf�c that require rapid access.
Safety is a priority and personnel
movement is monitored by
multiple safety photo cells
concealed within the cabinet
and the closing force on the
�ap is monitored preventing
injury to pedestrians.



Rotech’s range of automatic and manual
supermarket gates and guide rail options effectively
manages high volume shopper traf�c and reduces

Bulwark HB Automatic Supermarket Entry Gate

We have a wide range of safety beams and loop
detectors – there’s sure to be one suited your needs.

Sentinel HR Safety Light Curtain

I5 PE Safety Beam

The Bulwark HB automatic
supermarket gate is an
uncomplicated straight
forward product with all the
necessary features to perform
perfectly in areas such as
supermarkets, gyms, canteens
and industrial sites.

The Sentinel HR
light curtain is a
reliable alternative
to safety loops
and much more
effective than a
single safety PE
beam.

The i5 consists of a transmitter and
receiver unit mounted on opposite
sides of the entrance. The i5 beam can
cover distances of upto 40 metres. The
contacts of the relay are potential free
and can be wired as normally opened

The Sentinel HR Safety Light curtain is used in situations
where maximum coverage from a safety beam is
required. Multiple beams are spaced so that the total
area is covered.

The fast opening gate allows pedestrians to
enter quickly while the radar and inbuilt safety
clutch provide excellent safety.

Gates

Equipment
Safety

Supermarket

Vandal Proof PE Safety Beams

LD 100 & LD 200 Series Loop Detectors

Ensure secure access to your building and safety of
your staff by using keypads, RFID cards with door and
gate controllers.

PC 50 Re�ective PE Safety Beam

The PC50 Re�ective Safety Beam is a high
quality compact unit housed in a durable
IP67 ABS waterproof enclosure. The PE
beam is supplied with a mounting bracket
to allow for easy adjustment.

Water and dust proof, each
keypad is machined from a solid
block of a new high strength
aluminium compound ensuring
the most extreme abuse will not
stop the keypad working
correctly.

Digipass Vandal Proof Keypad

The Photon has a battery powered
transmitter and the receiver is mains
powered. which means no digging across
the driveway, saving both time and
money. Until now the only alternative was
a re�ective safety beam not ideally
suitable for outside use.

The VP920, VP910 & FT981 Vandal Proof PE
Safety Beams withstand extreme abuse
making them suitable for installation in
vandal prone areas, close to night clubs,
unsupervised car parks and industrial
complexes with heavy machinery moving
around the doors or gates.

The LD 100 and LD 200 series of loop
detectors provide excellent safety for all
types of vehicles using automated gates.
With a very fast response time of 120ms
the loop will provide an excellent safety
feature for even the fastest doors and
parking boom gates.

Photon Battery PE Safety Beam

Access Controls
Security and

Fast
Safe
Secure

Need quick, secure vehicle access control, we have
automatic and manual boom gate solutions for all
situations.

Sector 12vdc Automatic Boom Gate - Optional Solar

Low voltage, with many easy to set up
programmable features and powder
coated stainless steel casing, the Sector
DC Boom Gates are designed for high-
volume traf�c control environments,
particularly in circumstances where it is
dif�cult to get mains power.

The Sentinel ES Series are heavy duty
industrial boom gates manufactured in
Germany and are the best engineered
boom gate available in Australia.

Sentinel ES Series 8 Metre Boom Gates

t: +61 7 3205 1123 | e: info@rotech.com.au

Vehicle AccessControl

Pedestrian Access Control

Safety & Security Equipment

For more information

about our products visit

www.rotech.com.au

Sentinel PL Heavy Duty Automatic Boom Gates

The Sentinel PL Series of Automatic Boom
Gates are Australian Made and have a
100% duty cycle making them suitable for
applications such as shopping centres,
airports and large car parks.  Their fast
opening time (up to 2.7 seconds) allows
the Sentinel PL to accommodate a huge
in�ux of vehicles.

Manual Boom Gates
Automatic and


